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Important February Dates  

(All times are CDT/CST) 

 

February 2 – Imbolc (Crossquarter February 4) 

Imbolc 
 

Animals/Mythical Creatures – firebird, dragon, groundhog, deer, burrowing animals, ewes, robin, 

sheep, lamb, other creatures waking from hibernation 
Gemstones – amethyst, garnet, onyx, turquoise 

Incense/Oil – jasmine, rosemary, frankincense, cinnamon, neroli, musk, olive, sweet pea, basil, myrrh, 

and wisteria, apricot, carnation 
Colors/Candles – brown, pink, red, orange, white, lavender, pale yellow, silver 
Tools/Symbols/Decorations – white flowers, marigolds, plum blossoms, daffodils, Brigid wheel, Brigid’s 

cross, candles, grain/seed for blessing, red candle in a cauldron full of earth, doll, Bride's Bed; the Bride, 

broom, milk, birchwood, snowflakes, snow in a crystal container, evergreens, homemade besom of dried 
broom, orange candle anointed in oil (see above) can be used to symbolize the renewing energy of the 

Sun’s rebirth.  
Goddesses – Virgin Goddess, Venus, Diana, Februa, Maiden, Child Goddess, Aradia, Athena, Inanna, 

Vesta, Gaia, Brigid, Selene (Greek), Branwen (Manx-Welsh)  
Gods – young Sun Gods, Pan, Cupid/Eros (Greco-Roman), Dumuzi (Sumerian) 

Essence – conception, initiation, insight, inspiration, creativity, mirth, renewal, dedication, breath of life, 

life-path, wise counsel, plan, prepare 
Dynamics/Meaning – first stirring of Mother Earth, lambing, growth of the Sun God, the middle of 

winter 
Purpose – honoring the Virgin Goddess, festival of the Maiden/Light 

Rituals/Magick – cleansing; purification, renewal, creative inspiration, purification, initiation, candle 

work, house & temple blessings, welcoming Brigid, feast of milk & bread  
Customs – lighting candles, seeking omens of Spring, storytelling, cleaning house, bonfires, indoor 

planting, stone collecting, candle kept burning dusk till dawn; hearth re-lighting 
Foods – dairy, spicy foods, raisins, pumpkin, sesame & sunflower seeds, poppy seed bread/cake, honey 

cake, pancakes, waffles, herbal tea 
Herbs – angelica, basil, bay, benzoin, celandine, clover, heather, myrrh, all yellow flowers, willow 

Element/Gender – earth/female 

Threshold – midnight 
 
To learn more about this and other Sabbats, get our Sabbats eBook at 

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=264  

 

February 9, 1:33 am – Full Moon  

This Full Moon at 20° Leo brings energy, courage and passion. This is because the Full Moon 

astrology is most influenced by the planet Mars. It makes a helpful aspect to Mars and it falls on 

two Mars-like stars. 

This Moon gives the strength and initiative to chase your desires and take what you want. But it 

also cautions against letting your emotions get out of control. Thankfully, this moon also helps 

you look carefully at a situation before forging ahead into it. 

The Sun opposite the Moon brings your home, family and intimate relationships into sharper 

focus for the following two weeks of this moon phase. Opposing forces such as work versus 
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home, or what you need versus what you want, create inner tension and external pressures. 

This can lead to conflict and crises that drain your energy. 

The lunar qualities of emotions and instincts reach their peak at a Full Moon. So use your 

increased emotional strength and intuition to overcome any relationship challenges. 

Subconscious awareness allows for an impartial and balanced look at your personal 

relationships. You will clearly see any relationship dynamics or negative feelings causing 

disharmony. 

 

February 14 – Valentine’s Day 

“Winds to the East, Sun by Moon, 

Bring to me my love soon.  

I wait with Goddess as she shines my path,  

Send my lover to me by hearts map.” 

 

February 16, 6:54 pm to March 9, 10:44 pm – Mercury Retrograde 

Mercury retrograde is generally associated with communication and technology breakdowns, 

nervous anxiety, travel delays, and lost items. 

February’s Mercury Retrograde has an especially challenging influence on communications 

because it is square to the Moon. An inner conflict between your thoughts and feelings may lead 

to anxiety, indecision, moodiness and parochialism. 

The Mercury retrograde phase is just one part of the retrograde cycle. The whole cycle includes 

Mercury going direct, retrograde, and direct again over the same degrees, or the retrograde 

zone (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). The two direct phases are known as shadow periods. The 

three phases of Mercury retrograde February 2020: 

• February 2 to 16 – The first shadow phase from Mercury entering the retrograde zone 

until Mercury stationary retrograde (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). 

• February 16 to March 9 – The retrograde phase lasts from Mercury stationary retrograde 

until the Mercury direction station (12° Pisces to 28° Aquarius). 

• March 9 to 29 – The second shadow phase lasts from Mercury stationary direct until 

Mercury leaving the retrograde zone (28° Aquarius to 12° Pisces). 

 

Mercury Enters Retrograde Zone 

Mercury enters the retrograde zone on February 2. During the first shadow period, you will get 

an idea of the thinking, communication or transport issues that will arise during the retrograde 

phase. 
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Mercury Stationary Retrograde 

Mercury retrograde on February 16 makes a significant and challenging aspect to the Moon. 

There are no major fixed stars conjuncting Mercury but the Moon is on a powerful star in the 

Heart of the Scorpion. 

The Moon square Mercury creates a high degree of tension between your heart and mind, or an 

internal debate between your thoughts and feelings. Anything you feel strongly about or have an 

opinion on is subject to your questioning, indecisiveness, and variability of emotions or interest. 

This Mercury retrograde will help you openly and honestly share your feelings but the message 

received can be less thoughtful and caring than intended. Moodiness and parochialism can lead 

to disagreements that harm your intimate relationships. You may not care too much what others 

think of you but your partner most likely will. 

This will be an ongoing issue with Mercury stationing direct quincunx the Moon, and Mercury 

leaving the retrograde zone again squaring the Moon. Friends may come and go but family is 

forever. Your parochial views on family may reach beyond the clan and extend even to 

nationalism. 

The best use of this tense energy is hard mental work. You can take a critical look at both sides 

as you perfect your ideas. The key to avoiding arguments and strained relationships during this 

time is to stay calm and think before speaking. 

The Moon conjuncting fixed star Antares is helpful in this situation because it gives a broad-

minded and philosophical outlook. It gives great power, honor and wealth, and is favorable for 

business and domestic matters. However, these benefits may not prove lasting, and there is the 

danger of violence, sickness, drowning or assassination.  

Mercury Stationary Direct 

Mercury stations direct on March 9 and another challenging aspect to the Moon carries on the 

Mercury retrograde theme of conflicting feelings and moodiness. 

The Moon quincunx Mercury still causes internal conflict between your thoughts and feelings but 

it also gives the ability to find a balance. While it may still be hard to put your thoughts into 

words, there will be moments of emotional stability and calmness in which you can see things 

more clearly. Take advantage of this mental clarity to find compromises and reach firm 

decisions. 

The Mercury direct phase gives you a chance to pause and reflect before saying something you 

may come to regret. New information will become available and you will be able to look at things 

from a different perspective. This will help you make up for any mistakes during the retrograde 

phase and resolve any relationship problems. 

Mercury Direct March 2020 

Finally, Mercury leaves the retrograde zone on March 29. Just as with Mercury retrograde, the 

Mercury is square the Moon, this time from the opposite degree. The Moon conjuncting fixed star 

Aldebaran is similar to Antares with the Moon but more favorable. It is good for domestic, public 

and religious matters, business, honor, and credit. 
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February 23, 9:32 am – New Moon  

The New Moon in Pisces marks the beginning of a new cycle. The Aquarius New Moon cycle ends 

and the Pisces New Moon cycle begins. The New Moon in Pisces is a good time to commit to 

personal goals which express the positive energies of the sign of the Fish. These include taking a 

leap of faith, accepting imperfections in ourselves and in others as a different kind of 

“perfection,” starting a project that requires imagination and visualization skills, consciously 

putting time aside for peaceful and rejuvenating activities, and sharing a dream with another. 

With this potent Pisces energy, we have the chance to make important changes in our lives. 

This New Moon is especially creative and forward-looking with its harmonious aspects to Mars, 

the Nodes of the Moon, and Uranus. 

 

February 25 – Mardi Gras 

Mardi Gras 
Beads fly by 
Kids grab for candy 
Bands play Jazz 
Spangled girls 
Sweat and sugar sticks to me 
Laughter fills the air  
 
Catch the beads 
The floats go by us 
Look at that 
Wonderful 
What a way to welcome Lent 
First one last Beginet 
 
 ~ Tony Lane 

 

We're now on Twitter  

You can get recipes, updates when we add new products, announcements of local events 
and more. Follow us at https://twitter.com/WitchSC 

 

Like us on Facebook 

Visit our page at https://www.facebook.com/WitchSuperCenter 
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Witch SuperCenter February Sale Items 

White Sage & Mini Abalone Shell Set - Regular Price $6.99, Sale Price $5.99 
Pentacle Essential Oil Diffuser – Regular Price - $33.99, Sale Price - $29.99  

Book of Shadows eBook - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99 
Herbal Divination Tea - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99  
Magickal Herbs Kit, 75 Herbs - Regular Price $57.99, Sale Price $54.99 

To see all of our sale items, visit 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=specials   

 

Herb of the Month 

Black Pepper – Fire/Mars; Gender – Masculine; Parts 
Used – Peppercorn; Magickal Properties - Banishing, 
Protection; Uses – This is a wonderful and cupboard ready 

herb for banishing negativity. Burn to rid the home or 
office of bad vibrations or before you move into a new 
place (make sure you then use Sage); carry with you to 
ward off petty jealousy against you; aids in summoning 

up your courage to face things or do things you just don't 
want to do but have to. 

To learn more about this and other herbs, get our Magickal Herbs eBook at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=260  

 

 

Stone of the Month 

Smoky Quartz is an excellent stone for removing 

negativity and negative energy of any kind and 

transforming it to positive energy. It is also a very 

protective and grounding stone. It brings physical, 

protection, psychic protection and protection from 

negative energy. It enhances survival instincts, and can 

help one reach personal and business goals, as well as 

assisting in making wishes come true. Smoky quartz is 

beneficial for groups, and engenders cooperation. It also helps with creativity, 

prioritizing needs and wants, and wisdom. In addition, smoky quartz is a stone that 

brings abundance, prosperity, and good luck. 
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Emotionally, smoky quartz is excellent for elevating moods, overcoming negative 

emotions, and relieving depression. Smoky quartz relieves stress, fear, jealousy, anger 

and other negative emotions by transforming them into positive energies. Smoky quartz 

is very comforting and calming, and can be considered a stone of serenity. It can, 

therefore, be very helpful in relieving grief. 

In the psychic and spiritual realms, smoky quartz grounds one during meditation, and 

can provide a grounded link between the physical and higher selves, helping to uncover 

subconscious wisdom. Using smoky quartz during meditation enables you to reach 

higher states of consciousness. Smoky quartz also stimulates kundalini. Because smoky 

quartz transforms and removes negative energy, it also protects and cleanses the aura 

and astral bodies. It can be used for psychic shielding. 

Physically, smoky quartz is said to treat all kinds of problems associated with the lower 

torso including kidneys, abdomen, pancreas, reproductive organs, menstrual cramps, 

fertility issues. Smoky quartz also removes toxins from the body and helps the adrenal 

glands. It is also very helpful for regulating body fluids and relieving fluid retention. 

Smoky quartz is also excellent for dealing with hyperactivity, and attention deficit 

disorder. Smoky quartz is good for balancing and improving one's general health. Smoky 

quartz is associated with the root (base) chakra. 

 

Rune of the Month 

 

Dagaz (D: Day or dawn.) – Breakthrough, awakening, 

awareness; Daylight clarity as opposed to nighttime 

uncertainty; A time to plan or embark upon an enterprise; 

The power of change directed by your own will, 

transformation; Hope/happiness, the ideal; Security and 

certainty; Growth and release; Balance point, the place where 

opposites meet. Dagaz Merkstave (Dagaz cannot be reversed, 

but may lie in opposition): A completion, ending, limit, coming 

full circle; Blindness, hopelessness. 

To learn more about this and other runes, get our Rune Dice Book at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=262  
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Tarot Card of the Month 

The Star – The Star is a beacon shining through the darkness, a 
guiding light. It represents renewal of faith, hope and youth. 
Positively associated with hope, generosity, serenity, wishes coming 
true, good health, and spiritual awareness. Negatively associated 

with self-doubt, lack of trust, cynicism, and pessimism. 

To learn more about this and other Tarot Cards, get our Basic Tarot 

Card Reading eBook at  

http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=251  

 

Correspondence of the Month 

Colors 

White – Elemental spirits, Angels, Gods of wisdom, 
divination and prophecy. Purification and cleaning on all 

levels, contact with higher self and spiritual helpers, aura-
healing, truth seeking, consecration, spiritual 

enlightenment, protection against negativity, breaking 
curses, exorcism, meditation, divination, inspiration, and 

clairvoyance. White can be a replacement for any other 

color. 

Yellow – The color of elemental air.  Vitality, change, 
progress, contact, communication, trade, confidence, joy, cheerfulness, learning, 

knowledge, mental clarity, concentration, speaking, writing and visualization 

Gold – Represents Sun deities, solar energies, and masculine energy, abundant self-
confidence, creativity, perfection, financial riches, success in investments, luxury, 
worldly power, magickal power, overcoming bad habits and addictions. 

Orange – Represents deities of good luck and good fortune. Charm, kindness, 

encouragement, stimulation, optimism, success, abundance, prosperity, feast and 
celebration, achieving business goals, investments, success in legal matters 

Copper or bronze – Represents love goddesses, love and passion, positive 
relationships in love, friendship in business, career promotions, successful negotiations 

Red – The color of elemental fire. It represents deities of love, passion, sexuality and 

war. Courage, will-power, determination, speed, assertiveness, aggression, masculinity, 
independence, physical strength, sports, competition, conflicts, health, sexual attraction 

and potency, love and passion, fertility 
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Magenta – Magnetism, the ability to attract or speed up results, life purpose, life path. 

Pink – Represents love goddesses, softness and tenderness, romance, caring, nurturing, 

youth, peace, friendship, femininity, emotional love, emotional healing 

Green – The color of elemental earth. It represents nature and fertility deities, Mother 
goddesses, nature, fertility, growth, rejuvenation, recovery, healing, harvest and 

abundance, prosperity, harmony, balance, peace, hope, home, plants and animals 

Turquoise – Changes, intellectual and intuitive insights, inventions and originality, 
renewal, brotherhood, humanity 

Blue – The color of elemental water. It represents deities of the sea and sky, truth and 
wisdom. Peace and tranquility, calmness, truth, wisdom, justice, counsel, guidance, 

understanding and patience, loyalty and honor, sincerity, devotion, healing, femininity, 
prophetic dreams, protection during sleep, astral projection 

Violet – It represents elemental spirits, angels, and Gods of divination and prophecy. 
Psychic abilities, divination, counter-acting negativity and black magick, reversing 
curses, psychic healing, psychic power, inspiration, meditation, spirituality, spiritual 
power, astral projection, third eye 

Brown – Stability, grounding, conservation, protection of household, family and pets, 
healing animals, finding lost objects, buildings, material increase, to make relationships 
solid, to increase decisiveness and concentration, to attract help in financial crisis 

Gray – Neutralizing negative influences, putting a halt to action 

Silver – It represents moon goddesses, female energy, cycles, rebirth, reincarnation, 
healing of hormonal imbalances, emotional stability, remove or neutralize negativity, 
intuition, dreams, psychic abilities and psychic workings 

Black – It represents deities of the Underworld. Repel and banish evil and negativity, 

protection, breaking free from bad habits and addictions, deep meditation, opens up 
deep unconscious levels.  

To learn more about this and other correspondences, get our Magickal Correspondences 
eBook at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=259  
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Spell of the Month 

Gaia Healing Spell 
 

Perform this spell during an eclipse or a waxing moon 
phase. Arrange sea shells on a secluded beach, in the 
shape of a circle. If you do not have access to a beach, 
perform this ritual in a garden or forest using stones, 

branches or flowers to form the circle. 

 
Kneel at the center facing the ocean. Light a blue candle 

and an incense of your choice. Raise arms high and recite: 
  

"With smoke and flame this spell's begun. 
O Goddess of the stars, moon, and the sun, 
Let the healing power begin. 
Let the Earth be whole again." 

 
"The Earth is my mother and I am her child. 
The earth is my lover, free and wild. 
Heal on the outside, heal within. 

Land and sea, fire and wind." 
 
"With love sincere,  

I chant this prayer to make mankind 
Begin to care.  

Let every sister and every brother 
Heal the wounds of the Great Earth Mother." 

 
"Let the healing power begin, 

Let the Earth be whole again. 
Heal on the outside, heal within. 

Land and sea, fire and wind. 
So mote it be!" 

 
To receive more spells, get our Wicca 101 and Beyond: A Witch's Grimoire eBook at 
http://witchsupercenter.net/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=84&products_id=252  

 
 


